
Steve Corona 
 
In sports, seldom does one come across a person who displays all of the fine qualities of sportsmanship, 
fairness and integrity.  I have had that privilege of meeting a person that possesses all of these qualities 
and more. 
 
Steve Corona started playing flyball back in the early 2000's and quickly earned a reputation of being a 
friendly and helpful competitor in and out of the ring. As a member of the Alamo Racing Canines in 
Region 5, his ability to quickly learn the game and the rules allowed him to become one of the finest and 
most knowledgeable judges in NAFA.   
 
Later, as he became a supervising judge, he successfully helped train other people in several regions in 
their quest to become a judge for NAFA. Steve's expertise is not limited to competing and judging.  He 
has served on the NAFA board for 6 years, mostly as board president, and helped lead NAFA through a 
difficult time as the covid epidemic began in the Spring of 2020. 
 
Being a successful business owner in a major city of a dog and cat boarding facility, Steve's business 
sense has also helped NAFA through the years in several areas including finance, rules and enforcement, 
and the growth of flyball. 
 
Recruiting people for flyball lately has never been so challenging.  Steve has been invaluable in helping 
get the AKC and ESPN together with NAFA to televise flyball tournaments in order to help with the 
growth of our sport. 
 
You can always find Steve at CanAm as he has been there to lead and support the NAFA board for the 
past several years as they continue to host this largest of flyball tournaments. In summary, Steve 
Corona's fine sense of decency combined with all of the experience mentioned above, makes him an 
ideal candidate to lead us in a bright and positive future as NAFA's Executive Director. 
 
Mike Smith 
 


